
the  

 

‘Ancient Greece’ 

Summer 2017. 

English . 

  

Grammar focus on adjectives, adverbs, suffixes, 

past tense and positional language; 

Exploring myths and writing own; 

Describing character and settings (linked to 

myths); 

Using non-fiction texts to locate information about 

Ancient Greece; 

Biographies looking at historical figures; 

Daily group Guided Reading sessions. 

Maths. 

Following Curriculum for development of numeracy 

skills; including Multiplicative Reasoning, Additive 

Reasoning, Geometry and Number Sense. 

Children will have regular opportunities to complete 

mathematical investigations where they will need to 

apply a range of skills and subject knowledge from 

lessons. They will be encouraged to used mathematical 

skills to record and interpret data from graphs and tables 

in wider subjects like Science and Geography. 

 

Science. 

Continuing to develop investigation skills. Focus this 

term on linking conclusions to data the children have 

collected and presented in graphs or tables. 

Investigating and learning about States of Matter 

(Solids, Liquids and Gases); Magnetism, and Human 

Digestive System. 

Significant scientists. This term focusing on female 

scientists – their barriers, successes and legacy. 

 Art/DT. 

Looking at images relating to Ancient Greece. 

Comparing images created at the  

time and afterwards. 

Design and create a repeating Greek 

 pattern using printing techniques.  

Design a Greek pot using  

mythological imagery linked to English stories. 

Computing. 

Programming; 

Digital Literacy – searching the web, 

computing safely and responsibly; 

Basic word processing; 

Presentation skills. 

Geography/History. 

We will locate Greece and look at how Ancient 

Greek civilisation spread across Europe; 

We will use a range of sources to find out about the 

past, particularly thinking about the lasting legacy of 

Ancient Greece upon art, Culture and Politics. 

We will think about significant individuals from 

Ancient Greece such as Hippocrates and Socrates. 

RE. 

Our unit for the term is entitled ‘Religion 

and the Individual’. We will explore this as a 

focused block of work, rather than sessions 

spread over the term.  

Work will link to religion in Ancient Greece 

and some will link to Easter later in the term. 

Music. 

Taught by Miss Collins. Read and write 

musical notation. Repeated percussion 

patterns. Singing. Composing. Miss 

Collins will link some pieces to 

Ancient Greece Topic. 

PE. Athletics preparing for 

Sports Day. Cricket and 

Rounders (Festival at SMCC). 

Also thinking about Ancient 

Greek Olympics. 

 

PSHE & SEAL. 

Coping with changes; 

Weekly Key Stage 2 Assemblies 

exploring thinking skills and learning 

about important British figures. 

Getting On and Falling Out. 

 

 

Class 3. 

Class 3: Mrs Byrne Class Teacher; Mrs 

Pierson and Mrs Barnby Teaching 

Assistant support every morning; Mrs 

Pierson teaches Art on Tuesday 

afternoons. Miss Collins teaches Music on 

Thursday afternoons. Madame Wilkinson 

teaches French on Friday afternoons. 

 


